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 Pro Vision  

 

• “Economy, Employment and Skills: Promote a vibrant and resilient local economy, including the 
visitor economy, where future sustainable growth and innovation in green, high technology and 
other sectors can provide for a range of job opportunities and where businesses and individuals 
can thrive. Support a skilled and diverse workforce so that local people can access learning 
opportunities and jobs and benefit from greater prosperity.” 
 

To support the above, and other objectives, the draft Local Plan considers that a ‘hybrid approach’ of the 
following three options is the preferred option for distributing future development across the Borough: 
 

• Option C – Concentrating development at key economic or employment centres 

• Option D – Focusing development in the towns of Andover and Romsey 

• Option E – Distributing development in order to support the largest settlements in the Borough 
(incorporating more urban and rural locations). 

 
The Spatial Strategy Topic Paper expands on the approach: “This reflects a slightly more dispersed growth 
approach than is currently the case in the Adopted Local Plan, through focusing growth not only at our 
largest range of sustainable settlements (both at towns and local service centres), but also at our larger 
and more sustainable rural settlements. Development at these locations can help to maintain and enhance 
the sustainability and vitality of the settlements and the range of facilities that they can support.” 
 
We note that the majority of housing growth across the borough is required within the Northern Test 
Valley (NTV), which includes Andover, with a residual requirement to plan for 3,505 in this area up to 
2040.  
 
In principle, a hybrid approach to growth is supported, particularly as it includes opportunities for growth 
in Andover which is one of the Borough’s largest settlements and main towns and is noted as being 
generally urban in nature and benefitting from a greater range of existing facilities, services and other 
amenities, and also a number of more strategic facilities.  We consider that the land at Harewood Farm is 
ideally situated to contribute towards meeting the projected housing requirement.  The site is close to 
the edge of the settlement and is within a sustainable location close to existing employment opportunities 
and public transport links.  
 
Employment 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021) sets out1 that Strategic policies should set out an 
overall strategy for the pattern, scale and design quality of places, and make sufficient provision for 
employment development.   
 
Whilst the draft Local Plan consultation document has not identified a strategic policy setting out whether 
additional commercial floorspace is required, there are general provisions in relation to supporting the 
economy.  It notes the importance of providing a varied supply of employment land in meeting the needs 
of the Borough, and will seek to facilitate appropriate future levels of provision at the most suitable and 
sustainable locations.  This approach is supported. 
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The draft Local Plan consultation document also identifies that initial assessments undertaken into 
employment needs have highlighted a very high level of forecast future growth in comparison to previous 
years.  It anticipates that, within the Northern Test Valley (NTV), which includes Andover, there is a 
requirement for 311,195 sqm of employment floorspace (within classes B1c/B2/B8 use classes) across the 
period 2019 – 2040.  Whilst the Council considers that further assessment and testing of these need 
figures is required, it is likely that a significant quantum of floorspace will likely be needed to support the 
level of housing growth.  
 
In accordance with the NPPF, it is essential that the council’s planning policies not only set out a clear 
economic vision and strategy which positively and proactively encourages sustainable economic growth2, 
but also create conditions in which businesses can invest, expand and adapt in order to support economic 
growth and productivity, taking into account both local business needs and wider opportunities for 
development3. 
 
In taking forward the Local Plan into its next stages of preparation, we encourage the Council to consider 
the allocation of Harewood Farm, as described below, as a recognised employment site including 
recognising this opportunity to allocate additional land around the existing site to enable continual 
investment and  expansion.  Furthermore, we encourage the council to draft its planning policies to 
support the expansion and improvement of existing employment sites, such as this. 
 
Harewood Farm 
 
Harewood Farm lies directly to the east of Andover to the north of the B3400 London Road and extends 
to approximately 67 hectares, of which 65 hectares is arable land.  The site comprised a former poultry 
business and mushroom growing enterprise, which has now been replaced by commercial buildings in 
flexible B1c – B8 use.  However, despite being an established industrial / commercial development, the 
site is currently designated as countryside within the adopted Local Plan, which could present a policy 
constraint to future development at the site.   
 
Harewood Farm is currently accessed from the B3400 London Road, approximately 90m east of the 
junction between London Road and The Middleway.  The site is physically well contained, bounded to the 
north and west by mature hedgerows and to the south and east by an access road.  
 
To the south of the site is a number of commercial and residential buildings.  To the south-west of the site 
at Picket Twenty a new residential development has been constructed, known as The Paddocks, Twenty 
One.  To the west of the site, on part of the farm’s wider holding, an outline planning permission for the 
development of up to 180 residential units (ref. 17/03153/OUTN) is pending a decision, on a site 
previously granted planning permission for up to 150 residential units (ref. 12/01611/OUTN).  
 
As an existing employment location that is home to 25 businesses, this site is a key contributor to the 
creation of jobs and its businesses provide for a range of job opportunities.  There is constant demand for 
the premises that are offered here and at present demand is outstripping supply.  There is therefore a 
need for the expansion of Harewood commercial site.  As such we encourage the council to support this 
existing employment site through its allocation and expansion, therefore recognising the role that this 
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